The increasing stress on the water distribution network (WDN) considering demand satisfaction with minimum cost has inspired designers to apply various optimization techniques to meet the consequent challenges. The traditional way of using optimization methods, e.g. stochastic metaheuristic algorithms, have come along with various constraints to explore an optimum solution. In this study, a newly developed meta-heuristic algorithm called the Simple Benchmarking Algorithm (SBA) is used to optimize pipe size. A modified approach with SBA having interfaces with the EPANET 2.0 hydraulic simulation model is used to compute the minimum cost of the two-loop network and the Hanoi benchmark WDN. Results show that SBA is more efficient in obtaining the least possible cost with fast convergence.
INTRODUCTION
The crucial characteristic of a water distribution network (WDN) is to perform adequately under financial limitation.
Traditional approaches in design are based on the minimization of cost factors considering various hydraulic constraints. With the advent of computer-aided design, the application of meta-heuristic algorithms, also called intelligent optimization algorithms (IOA), for WDN design has shown promising success for finding the economic expenditure; yet there is no guarantee that a global optimum will be found from a stochastic approach. To ensure that the solution evaluated is an optimum, extensive trial runs are The total cost of the WDN can be expressed as:
where n ¼ total number of links and c(D i ) ¼ cost per unit length of the ith link in the distribution system of length L.
As pipe lengths are fixed for a given network, the pipe diameters are decision variables. The basic hydraulic equations involved in EPANET are the loop energy balance and nodal mass balance, which are expressed as:
where Q ext is external nodal demand, Q in is nodal inflow and Q out is the respective outflow.
For each closed loop, the energy conservation gives:
where 
In Equation (5) which is located between the jth and kth junctions, is:
ΔH ¼ 0 if the network's path is closed. To meet the minimum pressure requirement of a network, the pressure head at all demand nodes should be greater than the allowable minimum pressure head (H min ) at all nodes, i.e.:
where H n is pressure head at node n.
Formulation of the model
A simulation-optimization model 'SiBANET' is developed in this study to optimize the WDN. The single objective that is considered here is the network cost. The optimization is explored by the SBA algorithm framework. The algorithm is externally supported by EPANET.
The hydraulic constraints that are considered for the WDN design are:
where
velocity, P j ¼ pressure in node j and N is the total number of nodes in the WDN.
Simple Benchmarking Algorithm
The advancement of SBA is based on the Benchmark Learning Algorithm (Xie ) theory that is typically used in business management. Benchmarking is a kind of management approach which consists of various implicit rules for optimization. It is a strategy in the corporate sector where various companies correlate their merchandise, processes, marketing etc. with leading firms in a similar domain. In other words, the gaps are found by comparing the best product and quickly covered by studying, analysing and mimicking.
In this way, the company will take the leading edge over its competitors by adopting the best possible solution.
Therefore, when benchmarking philosophy is considered, the existing good solution will be implemented.
This is an iterative process, which involves studying and emulating gradually from a sub-optimal solution to an optimal and ultimately reaching the best solution (Xie & Mu ) . Repeated assessment of progress for setting new benchmarks is essential to achieve the best solution during optimization. Such a searching process offers a certain degree of intelligence. SBA offers an intelligent approach whose framework depends on self-organizing learning strategies instead of excessive emphasis on probability and operational rules (see Appendix, available with the online version of this paper).
SiBANET method and hydraulic model application
SiBANET is a collective simulation-optimization model developed in this study, which is tested for two benchmark overall performance of optimization. Table 2 shows the solution for the Hanoi water distribution network with optimized candidate diameters. By comparing SiBANET results with other meta-heuristic optimization algorithms (see Table 1 ), it is evident that the proposed methodology performs efficiently because it has an intelligent approach to locate the global optimum solution. Nowadays, it is essential to explore more efficient and fast-converging algorithms that can handle large-size problems. In the next section, a relatively larger-size network is configured for further investigation.
The Hanoi network
The Hanoi benchmark network was proposed for Hanoi city by Fujiwara & Khang () . It is a three-loop network having 32 demand nodes, 34 links and one reservoir (see The hydraulic design of the Hanoi network is limited to six commercial diameter pipes (for pipe cost data, see
Fujiwara & Khang ). Therefore, a huge solution space, The SiBANET model has the desired results in WDN problems as it has the ability to handle discrete pipe diameters along with fast convergence. The main reason for the lesser number of function evaluations required is the intelligent exploration and exploitation strategy of SBA to locate a global optimum solution with its organizing tactics rather than the probability rules of the operator. This study is the first effort to optimize a WDN by utilizing an SBA intelligent approach with a meta-heuristic algorithm, hence only pipe-sizing optimization with a single objective is considered. Optimization of the complex looped networks with multiple objectives is highly recommended for further research.
